Mara Berde
“Sport has the power to change the world,” said Nelson Mandela. It can change camp,
too. This specialty track will use sports as a vehicle for building character and
community, and helping participants to create a positive culture of sports at their camps.
- Submitted by Mara Berde
Sports, Character Development

You will learn to recognize the elements of sports that people love and hate, in order to
think about removing the negative elements from sports at camp and making sports a
positive experience for everyone. You will gain experience speaking in front of groups
and you will practice leading and coaching their peers. Lastly, you will learn how to
design (or re-design) sports and games to achieve certain outcomes, such as building
community, increasing self-esteem, resolving conflict, or teaching communication skills.
Cornerstone Fellows (2nd or 3rd year camp counselors) who maybe be leading sports
programs at their camps; between 10 and 40 participants
90 minutes

TBD

General supplies: flip chart paper and markers, name tag stickers, sharpies, bandanas,
index cards, pens, scratch paper, Making Mensches periodic table.
Sports equipment: Frisbees, basketballs, footballs, soccer balls, dodgeballs, hula
hoops, gaga ball, flat cones, pinnies, inflatable dice, pump (for balls and dice), access
to other miscellaneous sports equipment is ideal
This session will be held both outdoors and indoors (or somewhere outside with chairs
or benches for seating.) The active sports portions will be held on the soccer field,
basketball court, and gaga court.
Before each session, facilitator should arrive early to set up the field and arrange all
materials.
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Team Building through Sports (25 min)
Each Specialty Track session will begin by playing a different sport. Begin with nametag stickers,
warm up (run, stretches), overview of the rules of the game, divide teams, and play.
The goal is to bring the group together, and to serve as a shared experience upon which will be able
to base the rest of our learning. The experience of playing Ultimate Frisbee together on Day 1 is
meant to evoke a variety of emotions in various participants -- feelings of comfort and discomfort;
satisfaction and dissatisfaction; confidence and insecurity. Using these personal and shared
experiences, we will create a common language and be able to dive into our ultimate goal of making
sports at camp a powerfully positive experience for each participant, regardless of their ability,
experience, or interest in sports.



Day 1: Ultimate Frisbee
Days 2 & 3: Fellows’ choice (basketball, soccer, flag football, gaga, dodgeball)

Playing Together (25 min)
Day 2 will be a different sport, chosen the previous day by the group. After playing together, we will do
another “emotional critique” on how that experience felt, considering the elements from the previous
day. Group icebreaker will be saying your name, camp, and favorite athlete. If everyone doesn’t know
each other’s name, play name ball game.
Before moving on, recap the previous day and lay out what we will accomplish today.

Sport System re-Design (25 min)
Note: The Changing the Game Project -- and the framework of Sport System re-Design -- was created
by Up2Us Sports, Edgework Consulting, and the Boston University School of Education. This section
is intended to be taught at Cornerstone for the purpose of professional development of Cornerstone
Fellows. It should not be reproduced or replicated.
Introduce participants to Sport System re-Design. Briefly explain methodology and goals.
Define the Sport System re-Design Domains
1. Playing Area: dimensions and demarcations within the field of play
2. Equipment: utilized to enable or enhance play
3. Rules: of the game or contest
4. Roles: of all the participants (players, coaches, fans, referees)
5. Structure: of the league/competition
Divide the group into 5 groups, each one taking one of the above domains. Facilitator will pass out
more information on each domain, with guiding questions for their brainstorming. The brainstorming
will include both the re-Design idea as well as the outcome. (The outcome is what will change as a
result of the re-Design.)
Each of the groups will have become the “experts” on that particular topic, and will be responsible for
sharing the information and examples of re-Design and outcomes with the rest of the group.

Same Game, Different Outcome (45 min)
Another way to look at re-Design is to think about the outcome and re-Design in order to achieve that
outcome (instead of randomly re-Designing like we were previously doing.)
Now we are going to take the 4 games we played yesterday and re-Design them to achieve specific
outcomes. In 4 groups, participants will re-Design these common camp games to achieve the following
outcomes. Everyone will then get to play each game and assess its re-Design, offering feedback to the
small group.
1. Gaga
o
o
o
o

Gaga for communication
Gaga for self esteem
Gaga for integrity
Gaga for teamwork

2. Tag
o
o

Tag for agility
Tag for conflict resolution

3. 4 Square
o 4 Square for teamwork
o 4 Square for confidence
4. Ball Tap
o Ball Tap for fitness
o Ball Tap for community building

Closing Circle (10 min)
Reflect on this session; Q&A; find out what people are hoping to get out of tomorrow; choose sport to
play and people to lead it.

Playing Together (20 min)
Day 3 will be a different sport, chosen the previous day by the group. After playing together, we
will do another “emotional critique” on how that experience felt, considering the elements from
the previous days. Group icebreaker will be saying your name, camp, and if you could be a
famous athlete, who would you be, which sport would you play, and which team would you play
for.
Before moving on, recap the previous day and lay out what we will accomplish today.

Sport re-Design Lab (55 min)
Participants will spend the majority of this session preparing for camp. In order to break them into
small groups, have each participant share what they’d like to focus on, and group them
accordingly. Groups should be no more than 4 people (3 is preferable). Make a large sign up
sheet with each group and their topic.
Using the lists we created on day 1 (sports programs at camp, and “elements of sports that
people don’t love” list), combined with the Making Mensches periodic table, participants will think
critically about their role this summer and what they hope to accomplish in that role. They will
have time to plan sports and games in advance. A list of guiding questions will be provided, as
well as a program template to serve as a guide in their planning process.
After each group is done planning, they can collect the materials and set up their field/space. The
rest of the time will be used for model teaching so that the groups can practice and receive
feedback from their peers.

Closing Circle (15 min)

In the last closing circle, everyone will reflect on how the entire experience was for them. Do they
see sports in a new way? Do they have a plan for how sports can be used to achieve certain
outcomes at camp? Pass around a sheet for people to opt-in to email list or Facebook group
where we can share ideas, resources, challenges, etc.

This Specialty Track is intended for Cornerstone Fellows to develop their skills in thinking about sports
at camp and how we can use them to achieve certain outcomes with our campers or community.
While the program as a whole is not meant to be replicated at camp, the sports and games that the
Fellows create while participating in this workshop can (and should) be used at camp.

